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Turkey

Debate

Can Turkey overcome its legacy of
military and strategic failings?
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By all accounts,
Turkey’s attempts
to gain leverage in
the region seem to
have backfired
catastrophically.

D

espite a series of disastrous attempts to
further its influence
in the region, Turkey
has, it seems, landed
on its feet.
The unrest that rocked the
Middle East since 2011 presented
Turkey with an unprecedented
opportunity to establish itself as
the single regional influencer, an
opening it managed to completely
foul up.
It stood by as Russian warplanes entered the Syria conflict,
allowing for the subsequent resurgence of the Assad regime and
its proxies. In Egypt, it backed
Muhammad Morsi, who, having
failed to establish his own form
of one-man rule, languishes in
prison. More recently, it chose to
spring to the defence of Qatar,
the underdog in the dispute with
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt.
When it — rightly or wrongly —
insisted Kurds in northern Syria
not be allowed to govern territories with large Kurdish populations there, Ankara sacrificed a
nascent peace process with the
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK)
that had been attempting to
end an intractable 40-year-old
conflict. This unleashed a series
of bomb attacks across Turkey in
2015 that threatened to unravel
the fabric of Turkish-Kurdish
social relations.
In 2012, it miscalculated utterly
by backing Syrian rebel groups
that soon morphed into jihadists,
leaving Ankara without a legitimate proxy in the Syrian war and,
for several years, a terrorist state
on its lengthy southern border.
It chose to shoot down a Russian jet in November 2015, which
resulted in crippling major sectors of its own economy when
Russia reacted by refusing to buy
Turkish agricultural products and
banned its tourists from holidaying in Turkey.
“Turkey is now in a more vulnerable position diplomatically
and is viewed with increasing
suspicion by its traditional allies,”
wrote Simon A. Waldman, a coauthor of “The New Turkey and
Its Discontents.” “Turkey chose to
become an actor in the worst civil
war the Middle East [Syria] has

Litany of failures. A Turkish soldier stands on the hill overlooking damaged buildings near the
border with Iraq. 									
ever seen and the decision was a
bad one.”
By all accounts, Turkey’s attempts to gain leverage in the
region seem to have backfired
catastrophically.
However, while events in
Kirkuk have been hailed as a
major bump for Iranian influence
in Iraq, Ankara stands to gain
even more by the pushing back
of Kurdish territorial claims. The
West’s refusal to back the Kurds
as Iraqi troops took over Kirkuk
places Ankara on the side of the
powerful: Iran, Baghdad and,
crucially, Washington. Turkey is
deeply worried by any event that
may lead to the establishment of
an official Kurdish state in northern Iraq. With Western blessing

for the Kurdish independence
effort officially not forthcoming,
Ankara’s fears may not come
true.
Considering the litany of failures, does this matter now? Is it
too late for Turkey’s aspirations
to be the major regional force?
The Kurds’ ill-fortune in Iraqi
Kurdistan certainly has Turkey
well positioned. It has been
forcefully beating a drum against
Kurdish autonomy for several
years and, when Erbil made its
play vis-à-vis its referendum, the
major regional and international
powers chose not to champion
its cause. Turkey was elated but
it should be wary that if it finds
itself on the same side as Washington, the European Union and
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regional heavyweights, it’s not
because they agree with Turkey
but despite of that.
Whether Turkey’s catastrophic
regional policies were the work of
a perverse bout of self-sabotage
or simply an inability to foresee
where events were headed, it now
seems to have finally seen the
light. As it became clearer the Assad regime would not be toppled,
Ankara enacted a major change of
course by warming up to Iran and
Russia, its erstwhile opponents in
the Syrian war.
However, the underlying failings that coloured its calamitous
military and strategic planning
for the past decade remain. Turkey must change that if it is not to
suffer further embarrassment.

Pax Russiana looms while
Turkey sees limited options
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Pro-Ottomanist
and expansionist
circles in Turkey
are joyous that
Kurds are being
brought to their
knees.

T

he theatres of Iraq and
Syria are joint metaphors for a rugby field
where at least five or
six teams — not
two — battle each
other, changing tactics and allies
every other minute.
That the fall of Raqqa and
Kirkuk took place simultaneously
should not come as a surprise.
The erratic decision by Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG) President Masoud Barzani to call an
independence referendum in Iraqi
Kurdistan turned the Kurdish
dynamic upside down: The potentially victorious peshmerga and
allied rebel forces are in retreat,
declared losers.
Some Kurdish observers, such
as Fehim Isik in the Arti Gercek
news site, noted that Iraqi Kurds
have lost nearly half of the territory under their control after the
referendum. He said the situation
from the Kurds’ vantage point is
worse than it was in 1975, when
rebel Kurdish factions pulled out
of the mountains and laid down
their arms following a US-forced
deal between Iran and Iraq.
The changes with Kirkuk and

Raqqa as epicentres make undeniably clear how fluctuant the
old axis of powers have become.
The game displayed involves utterly cunning and ruthless tactics
based on conflicting interests
and it will inevitably lead to new
strategies for regional division
and control.
The Iraqi takeover in Kirkuk
seems like a tactical win for
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, although what it means
strategically for Ankara is as
murky as ever. Wildly endorsed
and applauded by the nationalist
majority of the political spectrum,
Erdogan abandoned — temporarily — its financial partnership with
the KRG and entered into what
may prove to be a devil’s pact with
Iran.
This meant letting the Iranbacked Popular Mobilisation
Forces enter the stage against the
peshmerga and Baghdad doing
the rest. It went as far as cooperation between Hakan Fidan, the
head of Turkey’s National Intelligence Organisation, and Qassem
Soleimani, a top figure of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps,
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK)

spokesman Sedi Ehmed Pire said.
Pro-Ottomanist and expansionist circles in Turkey are joyous at
the Kurds being brought to their
knees but very few in the antiKurdish euphoria contemplate
what the Turkish decision has
triggered.
While the moves will serve
Tehran to reconnect with Damascus, it is a major breaking point for
Moscow to seize control over the
destinies of both Iraq and Syria.
One may blame Barzani for his
myopia or other factors but an era
of Pax Russiana with far-reaching
consequences is in full gear.
”This is ruthless power politics,
of course, only accentuated by
Washington’s inane and insane
president. Everything must be
in Russia’s interest — militarily,
economically, internationally and
domestically. And amorally, too,”
wrote Robert Fisk in the Independent.
“He’s still taking risks, not least
in Syria. To some extent, he’s
playing with the people of the region. More importantly, however,
he’s establishing Russia in the
Middle East. No one will do anything now without first thinking

of [Russian President Vladimir]
Putin’s reaction. That’s what political power is really about.”
Kirkuk will possibly be noted as
a pyrrhic victory for Ankara but
what about its wrinkled policies
in post-Raqqa Syria? Turkey had
been pushed into the background
due to its anti-Kurdish stance
when the city was taken over by
mainly Kurdish fighters but now
has its eyes on the Kurdish-controlled Afrin pocket, at its border,
by way of a deal about the next
jihadist stronghold, Idlib.
Even here, the cross-border deployment of Turkish forces takes
place with the mercy of Moscow,
for which the pro-Damascus strategy reduces every Turkish move
to simple tactics to be manipulated any time it so chooses. Erdogan
is busy reassembling Islamic
groups in Syria but every actor in
the region knows well that he will
do his utmost to block a Kurdish
strip along Turkey’s border.
This insight makes it very easy
for Russia, which will come to
protect the Kurds and prepare the
stage for divide and rule. This is
what Pax Russiana will mean if
Putin’s game is a winner.

